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FULL DETAILS OF NEW ADDITIONS - JANUARY 2017
DVD n ANCIENT EGYPT AND THE ALTERNATIVE STORY OF MANKIND'S ORIGINS - This is considered one of the
best alternative documentaries about Egyptian culture and history, the pyramids and everything you never heard discussed
before. It connects a lot of dots. They ask the tough questions and it will get people thinking about the ridiculous answers
the establishment has dished out over the years about this early civilisation. Interesting that they have blocked off access to
some of those pyramids and told guides not to share certain information or features on their tours. The topics included in
this video documentary are varied and cover almost everything, including ancient history, Rome, Greece, science,
technology, nature, planet earth, the solar system, the whole universe, war, science, education, television, archaeology,
space, aliens, UFOs, conspiracy theories, Nephilim, Illuminati, Area 51, serial killers, paranormal, the supernatural, cults. It's
around 3.5 hours long, in segments, and worth every second of your time. £10

DVD n PLANETARY - This is a provocative and breathtaking wake up call, a cross continental, cinematic journey, that
explores our cosmic origins and our future as a species. What if we all acted like our behavior impacted everyone else?
That’s the message of “Planetary,” a documentary seeking to shift our perspectives and remind us that we’re all
interconnected. In an era of global climate change and other unprecedented environmental challenges, the film suggests
we must shift our world views in order to shift our behavior. “We are at a turning point, and to figure out how to transform
our civilisation, we need to consider the lives of all beings, and all human cultures,” the filmmakers explain. the film combines
stunning footage of our planet from outer space, along with interviews with environmental experts, thinkers and faith
leaders. “We’re as much a part of this universe as any speck of stardust, any asteroid. We’re part of this universe.” this
highly rated film will certainly make you stop and think about your place in the universe. Stunning. £10

DVD n ALIEN STAR SHIPS - What if there are aliens and lets say they are a thousand years in front of us...what they
could do would be amazing. But now lets say they were a million years in front of us. what they could do would be like
magic...so I wish people would stop saying its too big a distance between stars to travel...also we could have inter
dimensional beings too...how can our earth be the only game in town...unless we are arrogant enough to think that we are
the very first planet to start this thing called life. This video offers a scientific approach of explaining advanced UFO
technology and paranormal UFO sightings all around the world. This is a video compilation gaining evidence and testimonies
from credible UFO sightings. There is estimated at around 40-50 million extra terrestrial life forms live in our own galaxy.
Surely with such a huge technological advancement in our own engineering knowledge over the last decade. surely with
the billions of known galaxies in the vast universe, we are not so ignorant as to think we are the only ones. Education on
the controversial subject of UFO's is fundamental for our race. This is now becoming increasingly easier for UFO witnesses
and UFO enthusiasts worldwide to communicate and share lessons and experiences. Not to be missed. £10

DVD n HUMAN / ANIMAL CLONING AND SYNTHETICS: HYBRID ARMIES, KNOWN CELEBRITY DNA, CLONES THE FACTS - This video may be disturbing for some viewers. Viewer discretion is therefore advised. It is not exactly
easy finding legitimate information on these covert operations...by design of course. This video contains plenty of
information most of which is known to be true. Main topics include:- Hybrid armies, Lyme disease, celebrity synthetic clones,
DNA clones, robotoids, cyborgs, etc. This has all been going on for many years! Most of their achievements are done
underground in DUMB's where they are unseen and able to do what they want without detection. The above ground
research has limited time and money. Black budget has unlimited funding, 24/7, and no morality. You can just imagine how
far they have really come in the past 60+ years. I know how nuts some of these items sound, but hang in there, not all
conspiracies are theories as we all know. We have facts...which no longer makes them theories...this is where due diligence
and your own research becomes imperative. Jaw dropping. £10

DVD n EXPLORING AREA 51 - This is a UFO declassified documentary. There are many Conspiracy Theories
surrounding Area 51. While the US government offers no physical proof that extraterrestrial studies and experimentation
have been taking place in the Area 51 facilities, there are a number of conspiracy theories concerning the use of the base
as a research facility on extraterrestrial life forms. Aliens are not the only subject of the many conspiracy theories focused on
the area though, some of the many theories include:- The use of the base by the government to develop a means of
weather control. The use of the base by the government to develop time travel technology. The use of the base by the
government to develop teleportation technology. The storage of and reverse engineering of alien UFO’s. The examination
of living and dead extraterrestrials recovered from crashed UFO’s. Collaboration of the U.S. government with extraterrestrial
beings. The use of the base to create and support a one world government. The creation of advanced energy weapons.
Genetic engineering of human – extraterrestrial hybrids utilizing alien specimens recovered from the area. The creation and
expansion of camouflage and chameleon technology that disappears to the human eye. The development of an
underground railroad that runs across the continent. Lets have a look inside and see what we can find out. £10
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